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ABSTRACT  

In the past few decades, extensive research on learning styles has been paid attention to since effective 

students’ learning is empirically attributable to them. However, the studies on learners’ learning styles 

have been scarce and marginalized in Cambodia. Ergo, this quantitative study investigated the learning 

style preferences of 108 undergraduate students at a private business school in Cambodia and whether 

the preferences somehow influence English achievement, which was operationalized as the results of 

English course scores. Using a questionnaire of Perceptual Learning Style Preference (PLSPQ) first 

designed by Reid (1987), the results revealed that the students preferred group style the most, followed by 

kinaesthetic, auditory, visual, tactile, and individual style, respectively. Even though the language 

learning styles preferences of the respondents were major ones, the Spearman correlation results showed 

that the language learning styles did not affect their English performance. The researchers concur with 

Peacock (2001) that instruction with balanced style-oriented should be pedagogically considered to 

accommodate various language learning styles. 
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សង្ខិត្តន័យ  

ក្នុ ង្រយៈពេលប ុន្មា នទសវត្សចុង្ពរោយពនេះ ោរសិក្ារាវរាវយ ង្ទូលំទូលាយពលើរពបៀបពរៀនសូរត្ (Learning Styles) រត្ូវ
បានពេយក្ចិត្តទុក្ដាក់្ពដាយារវាេឺាមូលពេតុ្បណ្តត លឱ្យោរពរៀនសូរត្របស់សិសសមានភាេពាេជយ័។ យ ង្ណ្តមិញោរ
សិក្ាអំេើរពបៀបពរៀនសូរត្ពសសង្ៗរបស់សិសសពៅរបពទសក្មពុាពៅខ្វេះខាត្ នឹង្មិនរតូ្វបានយក្ចិត្តទុក្ដាក់្ពៅព ើយ។ ដូពចនេះ
ោរសិក្ាបបបបរមិាណវសិ័យពនេះសពង្េត្បសវង្រក្ចំណង្ចំ់ណូលចិត្តរពបៀបសិក្ារបស់សិសសក្រមិត្បរញិ្ញា បរត្ចំនួន១០៨ន្មក្់
ពៅាលាពាណិជជក្មាឯក្ជនមួយពៅក្មពុា នឹង្ថាពត្ើចំណង្ចំ់ណូលចិត្តពនេះមានឥទធិេលយ ង្ណ្តពលើលទធសលសិក្ាភាា
អង្ព់េេសរបស់េួក្ពេពដាយបសែក្ពលើលទធសលេិនទុ ននមុខ្វាិជ សិក្ាភាាអង្ព់េេស។ ោររាវរាវពនេះបានបសែក្ពលើក្រមង្សំណួរ
ននចំណង្ចំ់ណូលចិត្តេើរពបៀបពរៀនសូរត្បបបោរយល់ព ើញ (PLSPQ) បដលបពង្េើត្ដបូំង្ពដាយពលាក្ Reid (១៩៨៧)នឹង្
បានបង្ហា ញលទធសលថារបពេទចំណង្ចំ់ណូលចិត្តននរពបៀបពរៀនមានក្រមិត្ខ្ពស់ាង្ពេេឺរពបៀបពរៀនារកុ្ម (Group Style) 
និង្ាបនតបន្មទ ប់គ្នន ពដាយរពបៀបពរៀនបបបសរ ើរាង្គ (Kinaesthetic Style) ាត ប់ (Auditory Style) ពមើលព ើញ (Visual 
Style) ប េះពាល់ (Tactile Style) និង្បុេគល (Individual Style)។ ព េះបើាចំណង្ចំ់ណូលចិត្តរពបៀបពរៀនភាារបស់
សំណ្តក្េរមរូតូ្វបានរក្ព ើញពៅក្រមិត្ខ្ពស់ក៏្លទធសលននោរសិក្ាបសវង្រក្ទំន្មក់្ទំនង្របស់ Spearman បានបង្ហា ញថា
រពបៀបពរៀនភាាមិនបានជេះឥទធិេលពលើលទធសលភាាអង្ព់េេសរបស់េួក្ពេពទ។ អនក្រាវរាវយល់រសបាមួយពលាក្ 
Peacock (២០០១) បដលធ្លេ ប់បានបណន្មេំើោរបពរង្ៀនពតត ត្ពលើតុ្លយភាេននរពបៀបពរៀនសូរត្របស់សិសសេួរបត្រត្ូវបានយក្
មក្េិចារណ្តពដើមបើជួយសរមួលរពបៀបពរៀនភាាពសសង្ៗ។ 

ពាក្យេនេឹេះ (១) ក្រមង្សំណួរននចំណង្់ចំណូលចិត្តេើរពបៀបពរៀនសូរត្បបបោរយល់ព ើញ (២) រពបៀបពរៀនសូរត្បបបោរយល់
ព ើញ (៣) លទធសលសិក្ាភាាអង្់ពេេស  

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background of the Study 

It is a truism that language learning is a 

problematic activity faced by learners; moreover, it 

embraces its association with professional and 

educational guidance, individual system, 

consciousness, and attention in the second language. 

Individual reflection is critical for foreign language 

proficiency (Tabatabaei & Mashayekhi, 2013). Thus, 

educators should discern individual differences of 

learners (Matthews, 1995).  

It is undeniable that learning style, which is a 

cognitive factor throughout the learning process, has 

been shown by a plethora of studies until now (Reid, 

1995). Celce-Marcia (2001) asserted that learning 

style is a primacy that supports students in mastering 

a second or foreign language. Learners learn a 

foreign language differently at their own pace, and 

they tend to employ any favoured learning style to 

complete their learning tasks. That is, variation can 

be due to biological and psychological factors (Reiff, 

1992). For example, some learners preferentially 

learn new vocabulary through flashcards. Because of 

varied acts of preference for acquiring and 

processing information, Reid (1995) indicated that 

learning preference affects how learners conclude 

and their appropriate learning tasks. In this respect, 

learning style should be a focal sphere in learning 

(VanPatten & Benati, 2010). 

Since learning styles have been accentuated, 

different features have been empirically explored, 

such as classifications, definitions, and relationships 

with diverse variables, including gender, age, 

learning achievement, and culture. Chen (1999) 

pointed out that there has been extensive discussion 

on the correlation between learning styles and 

academic performance. Similarly, in the past few 

decades, a surge in research has been carried out on 

the possible link between learning styles and 

academic achievement. For instance, previous 

studies reported positive relationships between them 

(Barzegar & Tajalli, 2013; Cimermanová, 2018; 

Gohar & Sadeghi, 2015; Peacock, 2001; Renou, 

2008; Tabatabaei & Mashayekhi, 2013; Tuan, 2011). 

Besides, research findings revealed that mean scores 

of learners with learning styles differed remarkably 

(Abidin et al., 2011; Barzegar & Tajalli, 2013; 
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Cutolo & Rochford, 2007; Hou, 2009; Melese, 2018; 

Moeinikia & Zahed-Babelan, 2010; Reid, 1987; 

Tuan, 2011). 

1.2. Research Problem 

Given that learning styles act as a catalyst for 

learners’ learning process and are associated with 

learning achievement, they are perceived to be 

successful with learning style use (Ellis, 1997; 

Oxford, 1990; Rubin, 1975, as cited in Hou, 2009). 

With rigorous and reliable literature, there has been 

a scarcity of research studies on the learning styles 

of Cambodian students, even though English has 

been a dominant foreign language in Cambodia from 

the early 1990 to the present (Moore & Bounchan, 

2020). Cambodian learners may not consciously 

think of their preferred learning styles for the sake of 

English achievement, so they are hardly able to 

apply their learning styles in doing English learning 

activities. 

Additionally, vis-a-vis the researchers’ wealth 

of English teaching experience, most Cambodian 

university lecturers neglect their students’ English 

language learning styles. Two convincing reasons 

are rationally and hypothetically presumed. First, 

most of them persistently ignore students’ learning 

style exploration concerning incompetence in 

classroom research. Second, in practice, they cannot 

discover their students’ learning styles without 

proper instruments, especially a multidimensional 

learning style inventory (Dunn, 1993).  

1.3. Significance of the Study 

The researchers alluded to a pressing need for 

this study’s findings, which is on the horizon, and 

implicatively inform English teachers, educators, 

and curriculum developers, particularly those 

working in the research setting.  

Empirical evidence to suggest the research 

implication was shown. Firstly, understanding 

learners’ learning styles will hopefully guide English 

teachers on the right track to effectively and 

appropriately use any teaching approach, diluting 

learning anxiety and increasing more positive 

motivation (Hou, 2009).  

Secondly, teachers and educators should 

realize that environmental and psychological 

contexts are created because of students’ learning, 

wherefore learners can accommodate learning that 

aligns with any learning style (Barzegar & Tajalli, 

2013).  

Thirdly, Kubat (2018) contended that teachers 

regard the learning style as an effective and 

productive learning-teaching process that can be 

planned by focusing on it. From Griggs (1991), the 

teaching implication is that instructors can increase 

student learning achievement and positive learning 

attitudes using learning styles. “They claim that not 

only can students identify their preferred learning 

styles, but that students also score higher on tests, 

have better attitudes, and are more efficient if they 

are taught in ways to which they can more easily 

relate. Therefore, it is to the educator’s advantage to 

teach and test students in their preferred styles.” 

(Dunn & Dunn, 1978, as cited in Gilakjani, 2012, p. 

108).  

1.4. Definitions of Learning Styles 

According to Keefe (1979, p. 4), learning 

styles are referred to as “cognitive, affective, and 

physiological traits that are relatively stable 

indicators of how learners perceive, interact with, 

and respond to the learning environment.” Learning 

styles refer to “individual natural, habitual, and 

preferred way(s) of absorbing, processing, and 

retaining new information and skills” (Reid, 1995, p. 

viii). Learning styles can be “ways in which 

individuals perceive, organize, and recall 

information in their environment” (Scarpaci & Fradd, 

1985, p. 184). Learning is defined explicitly as 

“your preferred way of learning.” (Thornbury, 2006, 

p. 116). Owing to Celce-Marcia (2001, p. 359), 

“Learning styles are the general approaches – for 

example, global or analytic, auditory or visual – that 

the students use in acquiring a new language or in 

learning any other subject.” Dag and Geçer (2009, p. 

863) concisely concluded the meaning of learning 

styles: “common expression in all of them is that 

learning speed, learning form and comprehension 

form for the information are different among the 

individuals.” However, the definitions of learning 

styles vary regarding scope and depth (Tuan, 2011).  
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1.5. Perceptual Learning Styles  

Based on Reid’s learning style classification 

(Reid, 1995), learning styles are categorized into 

three main types: cognitive learning style, sensory 

learning style, and personality style. Reid’s (1995) 

classification of learning styles should be appraised 

accordingly (Khmakhien, 2012). First, it deals with 

distinct categories of learning behaviour and 

environment in diverse settings (Chen 1999, as cited 

in Khmakhien, 2012). Second, it can be employed 

with the context of students across cultures and 

languages (Khmakhien, 2012). 

Among the three kinds of Reid’s learning 

style classification as mentioned above, sensory 

learning styles are specifically divided into three 

categories: perceptual learning style, environmental 

learning style, and personality learning style (Reid, 

1995). Perceptual learning style, the subject of this 

study, refers to much information that learners learn 

depending on their five senses (Davis, 2007). 

Perceptual learning styles have auditory, visual, 

tactile, kinaesthetic, and haptic learners. These sub-

categories are deployed to ensure effective learning 

using ear (hearing), eyes (seeing), touch (hands-on), 

body experience (whole-body movement), and touch 

and whole-body involvement, respectively (Reid, 

1995). All the above-mentioned perceptual learning 

styles, except for the haptic style, were underscored 

in this paper.  

1.6. Previous Studies of Perceptual Learning 

Style and Learning Achievement Based on 

Reid’s Perceptual Learning Style 

Preferences Questionnaire (PLSPQ) 

In recent years, many researchers have paid 

considerable attention to the studies on identifying 

learning styles and the likely existence of various 

learners’ characteristics on their learning success. 

VanPatten and Benati (2010) stated that the research 

studies about learning styles had been undertaken for 

various purposes, such as exploring their 

classifications and meanings, the methods of 

determining learning styles, and the association 

between learning styles with academic achievement. 

Nolting (2002, as cited in Moayyeri, 2015) 

emphasised students’ awareness of learning styles 

because these correlate with their learning 

achievement. 

Peacock (2001) researched to verify Reid’s 

hypothesis that a mismatch between teaching and 

learning styles results in failure, dissatisfaction, and 

demotivation throughout the learning process. 

Reid’s perceptual learning style preference 

questionnaire, interviews, and tests were 

administered to 206 EFL students and 46 EFL 

teachers. The results revealed that the most popular 

students’ learning styles were kinaesthetic and 

auditory, while the least desired ones were 

individual and group. The association between 

learning style and EFL proficiency was computed, 

and it was found that the learners whose style was 

working in groups were significantly less proficient. 

Tuan (2011) conducted a study in Vietnam to 

investigate EFL students' preferred learning styles 

and the relationship between those preferences and 

English proficiency level. One hundred seventy-two 

students completed a questionnaire survey. The 

findings indicated that most learners preferred 

kinaesthetic and tactile learning styles. There were 

statistically significant associations between English 

proficiency level and preferred learning style. 

Abidin et al. (2011) investigated students’ 

learning styles and their effect on overall academic 

attainment in Malaysia. A questionnaire survey was 

used based on Reid’s Perceptual Learning Style 

Preference (1987). Academic success and learning 

styles were shown to have a significant positive 

association. High, moderate, and low achievers all 

demonstrated a comparable preference for learning 

styles. 

Barzegar and Tajalli (2013), in a similar vein, 

undertook a study investigating the language 

learning styles of Iranian EFL students and academic 

accomplishment. A language learning styles 

questionnaire by Reid (1987) was administered to 

gather data. The findings showed that the students 

applied various learning styles. In addition, it 

exhibited kinaesthetic and group learning styles that 

were mainly favoured among the participants. Their 

learning styles positively influenced their learning 

achievement. 

Al-Zayed (2017) examined the effect of 

learners’ preferred learning styles on their English 

learning success. The data collection instrument was 

a questionnaire on learning style preferences. The 

two significant findings were disclosed in this 
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manner. The auditory style was the most favoured, 

followed by the group, kinaesthetic, and visual styles. 

Second, there was no effect of learning style on 

English performance. 

Melese (2018) examined the relationship 

between students’ perceptual learning styles and 

academic achievement at an Ethiopian institution. 

This quantitative study used a correlational 

methodology to analyse data collected through a 

questionnaire. The finding indicated a 

positive correlation between students’ preferences 

for perceptual learning styles and their academic 

achievement. Additionally, visual learning was 

favoured over auditory and kinaesthetic learning. 

Nge and Eamoraphan (2020) released a report 

examining the perceptual learning styles favoured by 

Burmese EFL students and the relationship between 

their preferred learning styles and academic 

performance. One hundred fifty-five individuals 

completed the PLSPQ. According to the data, 

students favoured mixed learning styles, followed by 

group, kinaesthetic, auditory, visual, tactile, and 

individual learning styles. Besides, there was no 

significant association between academic 

achievement and learning styles. 

Vu and Tran (2020) investigated Vietnamese 

freshmen’s preferences for perceptual language 

learning styles. The researchers collected data using 

a modified version of Reid’s (1984) learning style 

questionnaire. The findings indicated that the 

learners were engaged because their primary 

learning modes were the tactile, auditory, group, and 

kinaesthetic. The visual and individual ways of 

learning were both minor. English achievement was 

shown to be strongly related to learning styles. 

1.7. Conceptual Framework  

Reid’s perceptual learning style model (Reid, 

1984, as cited in Hou, 2009) was adopted as the 

backbone of the present study because it is the well-

known learning style theory in educational study. As 

depicted in Figure 1, perceptual learning style 

preference theory is broken down into visual, 

auditory, kinaesthetic, and tactile and two sub-

divisions of sociological style, including group and 

individual. In the context of this study, the use of the 

terms perceptual learning style, learning style, and 

language learning style are interchangeable. 

Figure 1 

The Conceptual Framework of the Study 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.8. Research Objectives 

Based on what was said above, the main 

objectives of this paper are:  

(1) to determine the language learning styles of 

Cambodian EFL learners.  

(2) to explore the relationships between their 

language learning styles and English 

achievement of course content. 

1.9. Research Questions 

As stated by the objectives of the study, the 

following research questions are generated.  

(1) What kinds of language learning styles do 

Cambodian EFL students frequently employ 

when learning English? 

(2) Is there any relationship between individual 

language learning style preferences and 

English achievement? 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Setting and Participations  

The setting of the study was a private business 

school providing tertiary education in Phnom Penh, 

Cambodia. The sample consisted of 108 students 

who voluntarily took part in this study. They were 

from the six classes recruited from all year-one 

classes via convenient sampling. They were 

composed of 92 female (85%) and 16 male (15%) 

first-year students majoring in finance and banking 

enrolled in the first year of the 2021-2022 academic 

year. They are all Khmer native speakers, and their 

ages ranged from 17 to 27 years old, with an average 

of 19 in age. 

Students’ Perceptual 

Learning Styles 

Preference 

1. Visual 

2. Auditory 

3. Kinaesthetic 

4. Tactile 

5. Group 

6. Individual 

English 

Achievement 
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2.2. Instrumentation  

The sole instrument employed in this study 

was a well-tested questionnaire called Perceptual 

Learning Style Preference (PLSPQ), initially 

developed by Reid (1987). Peacock (2001) 

recommended that it has generated substantial 

attention and has been a focal point of investigation 

in many studies. Given that the Covid-19 pandemic 

has been far from over during the data collection 

timeline, the authors contextually decided to create 

an online questionnaire entirely based on the PLSPQ.    

The primary purpose of this self-reporting 

questionnaire is to investigate students’ preferred 

learning styles when learning English as a foreign 

language and the possible relationship between their 

language learning styles and English achievement. 

The online questionnaire was classified into six sub-

kinds of language learning style preference, 

including visual, tactile, auditory, group, 

kinaesthetic, and individual learning styles. Each 

questionnaire item explores a particular learning 

style. 

The questionnaire was firstly written in 

English and then translated into Khmer to minimize 

second language misunderstanding. It is structured 

in two parts: 1) part A: background information; and 

2) part B: a survey of perceptual learning styles.  

• Part A was devoted to collecting demographic 

information. It comprises a few close-ended 

questions about each participant’s age, gender, 

and class.  

• Part B contains the 30 questionnaire items. 

The respondents rated each item in person on 

a five-point Likert scale, with scores ranging 

from 1 to 5 (1= strongly disagree; 2= disagree; 

3= undecided; 4= agree, and 5= strongly 

agree). The authors restructured all 

questionnaire items by sequentially placing 

each category’s item to simplify the data 

analysis. The PLSPQ has measured the 

internal consistency reliability. The alpha 

coefficient for the overall language learning 

style items was 0.903, which is described as 

reliable (Taber, 2018).  

In addition, the researchers used English test 

scores as English achievement from the samples that 

learned English as a compulsory foreign language 

course in the research setting during semester one of 

the aforementioned academic year. The scores 

allowed the researchers to determine an association 

between students’ language learning styles and 

English achievement.  

2.3. Data Collection  

After the researchers had been granted 

consent, the online questionnaire was separately 

introduced in the six chosen classes. The 

respondents have online guided the study’s primary 

purpose and the survey procedures. In particular, 

they were made aware that they would respond to 

the questionnaire about learning English. The 

authors allowed the participants to complete the 

questionnaire online at any convenient time and 

voluntarily. 

2.4. Data Analysis 

After the screened data were encoded, it was 

analyzed using the IBM SPSS Statistics 23. This 

study involved the analysis of descriptive and 

inferential statistics. For the case of correlation, the 

independent variable (IV), in this case, is students’ 

language learning style score, and the dependent 

variable DV is students’ English score. Descriptive 

statistics, such as item mean scores ( 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 ), 

standard deviations (𝑆𝐷), were employed to explore 

the information of learners’ language learning styles.  

Table 1 

Tests of Normality 

Variables  Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic 𝑑𝑓 𝑆𝑖𝑔. 

Scores .959 108 .002<0.05 

Learning styles .956 108 .001<0.05 

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 

According to the results from the Shapiro-

Wilk test in Table 1, the distribution of English 

scores and learning styles suggested a deviation 

from normality, 𝑊(108) = .959, 𝑝 = .002  and 

𝑊(108) = .956, 𝑝 = .001  respectively. Thus, 

Spearman correlation was utilized to seek the 

possible relationships between the students’ 

language learning styles and their English 

performance. Significance was set at p < .05. 
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3. RESEARCH FINDINGS  

3.1. Research Objective One  

The first objective of this study is to 

determine the language learning styles of 

Cambodian EFL learners. As clearly seen from 

Table 2, the mean score interpretation of learning 

styles preference was made (Peacock, 2001).   

Table 2 

The Mean Score Interpretation  

Level of the Mean Score Interpretation 

13.5 and above major learning styles  

11.5-13.49 
minor learning styles 

preference 

11.49 or less 
negative learning style 

preference  

Table 3 shows the means, standard deviations, 

ranking, and type of the six perceptual learning style 

preferences. Based on the general tendency of the 

distribution, the results showed that the most 

preferred language learning style was group learning 

(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 20.12, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.71) followed by 

kinaesthetic learning (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 19.74, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.51) , 

auditory learning (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 19.05, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.83)  and 

tactile learning (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 17.6, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.28)  while 

individual learning style was the least popular one 

(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 16.87, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.28). Interestingly, students’ 

learning style preferences to kinaesthetic (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

19.74) and auditory learning style (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 19.05) 

appeared more similar. The results also displayed 

nearly similar learning style preferences toward 

visual (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 17.64)  and tactile(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 17.6 ) 

learning style. Taking Table 2 in its entirety, we can 

see a feature standing out is that all six distinct types 

of perceptual learning styles were comparably 

constituted major language learning styles. However, 

their mean scores were closely different.  

Table 3 

Means, Standard Deviations, and Perceptual 

Learning Style Preferences (N=108) 

Learning 

styles 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 SD Rank Type 

Group 20.12 3.71 1 Major 

Kinaesthetic 19.74 3.51 2 Major 

Auditory 19.05 2.83 3 Major 

Visual 17.64 2.87 4 Major 

Tactile 17.60 3.28 5 Major 

Individual 16.97 3.57 6 Major 

3.2. Research Objective Two 

The second purpose of the present study is to 

explore the possible relationships between their 

language learning styles and English achievement. 

A Spearman correlation was run to seek the 

relationship between students’ learning styles and 

English achievement scores. A two-tailed test of 

significance showed a similar non-significant 

correlation between the English scores and each 

channel of perceptual learning styles, as glimpsed 

from Table 4. In other words, English competency 

did not relate to perceptual learning styles, or the 

more kinds of styles a student prefers to learn 

English have nothing to do with how well she or he 

did on it. The result provided support for the 

previous findings (Al-Zayed, 2017; Isemonger & 

Sheppard, 2003; Moo & Eamoraphan, 2018; 

Naserieh & Sarab, 2013; Nge & Eamoraphan, 2020; 

Palabiyik, 2014; Reid, 1987), which encapsulated 

the association between perceptual learning styles 

and learning outcomes.

Table 4 

Spearman Correlation Matrix 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Student's English Scores 1.0 -.091 -.064 .116 .004 -.037 .122 

2. Visual Learning Style  1.0 .347** .313** .338** .282** .318** 

3. Auditory Learning Style   1.0 .488** .499** .592** .305** 

4. Kinaesthetic Learning Style    1.0 .565** .556** .354** 

5. Tactile Learning Style     1.0 .367** .390** 

6. Group Learning Style      1.0 .202* 

7. Individual Learning Style       1.0 
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4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Perceptual Learning Style Preferences 

The study’s findings indicated that all 

perceptual learning modes were highly favoured. In 

general, the findings indicated that students have 

diverse language learning style preferences, which 

two underlying factors may explain. To begin, 

students are active learners, and they often express a 

variety of preferred forms of learning to aid and 

facilitate their foreign language acquisition. Second, 

they may be impacted by a variety of learner-

centered instructional strategies or activities. Indeed, 

there has been a change from teacher-centered 

education toward a learner-centered approach in 

Cambodian foreign language classrooms. 

Also, the group learning style was the most 

popular among other learning styles. Such the result 

was consistent with the findings of the previous 

studies on perceptual learning styles, namely Hou 

(2009); Nge and Eamoraphan (2020). An avenue of 

explanation is that the students habitually and 

commonly try their best to learn English through 

communicating with other people, especially 

teachers and classmates. Furthermore, the learners 

might be assumed to be familiar with the 

communicative approach, including pair or group 

work. However, the result contradicted other former 

studies (Alsafi, 2010; Peacock, 2001; Naserieh & 

Sarab, 2013; Palabiyik, 2014; Reid, 1987; Riazi & 

Mansoorian, 2008), which revealed that group 

learning style was the least favoured learning style. 

In practice, teachers are advised to develop 

cooperative assignments and learning activities 

(Bhattacharyya & Sarip, 2014; Hallin, 2014; Khaki 

et al., 2015; Tee et al., 2015; Wong, 2015, as cited in 

Vu & Tran, 2020).    

As presented thereof, the kinaesthetic learning 

style was the second dominant preferred style. In 

line with reviewed learning styles, as consistently 

revealed in past studies, the kinaesthetic modality 

was most favoured by learners. The finding of the 

present study was parallel with the previous research 

(Alnujaidi, 2019; Isemonger & Sheppard, 2003; 

Khalil, 2019; Li & He, 2016; Moradkhan & 

Mirtaheri, 2013; Naserieh & Sarab, 2013; Palabiyik, 

2014; Peacock, 2001; Sun & Teng, 2017; Vu & Tran, 

2020). For this respective, it implies that the 

Cambodian learners seem active and participatory in 

relevant English learning activities; therefore, to the 

extent that they can boost their understanding and 

knowledge (Vu & Tran, 2020). The hands-on 

activities, namely grouping, pairing, role-playing, 

problem-solving, game playing, or note-taking, are 

physically practised in their English classrooms. In 

teaching methodology, an active learning 

environment should be examined in response to the 

students’ needs (Vu & Tran, 2020).   

4.2. The Association between Perceptual 

Learning Styles and Learning Achievement  

Notwithstanding the negative correlation 

between language learning styles and English 

achievement reported, the trends in learning style 

preferences with high levels should be a mismatch, 

as displayed in Table 3. Hence, it seems a dichotomy. 

Castro and Peck (2005) authored a longitudinal 

exploration investigating university students’ 

learning styles and learning difficulties. They 

pointed out that the students’ favourite learning 

styles might be a double-edged sword that 

maximizes or minimizes their foreign language 

achievement. To some extent, the authors echoed 

Naserieh and Sarab (2013, p. 131), who suggested 

that “more research employing multiple measures of 

proficiency is, thus, needed to resolve the 

inconsistencies in this area.” The subsequent 

possible explanation is that English teachers 

seemingly neglect various students’ learning styles, 

resulting in improper or ineffective teaching 

materials or activities that mismatch students’ 

learning styles.  Last but not least, learning 

achievement can be disparate concerning whether 

learning styles are correctly practised or not in 

classrooms while the student who can optimize their 

academic performances attain varied learning style 

applications (Moo & Eamoraphan, 2018). Apropos 

the initial premise, the learners in this survey 

research might be inferred that they are not familiar 

with applying any appropriate learning style to learn 

best. 

5. CONCLUSION 

5.1. Implications and Conclusion  

This present study aimed to examine the 

influence of learning styles on English academic 

performance. The key results denoted that each 
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perceptual learning style belongs to major 

preference, and no significances between language 

learning styles and academic achievement were 

observed. The authors took the liberty of expressing, 

with caution, the likely assorted students’ preferred 

learning English styles, especially communicative-

approach and active experienced orientation.  

Unquestionably teachers should determine 

students’ language learning styles through classroom 

survey conduction; therefore, they can cautiously 

and contextually develop, adopt, or modify teaching 

materials, lesson plans, and classroom activities that 

finely accommodate students’ learning styles 

(Alnujaidi, 2018; Moo & Eamoraphan, 2018; Khalil, 

2019; Vu & Tran, 2020). In a similar vein, teachers 

should employ interviews or classroom observations 

to dig deeper into students’ learning styles. 

Furthermore, students themselves should adjust their 

learning styles regarding familiarity with teaching 

activities (Khmakhien, 2012; Khali, 2019; Vu & 

Tran, 2020). The authors reckoned much to Peacock 

(2001), who implicatively suggested that teachers 

find out their students’ learning styles and 

accommodate multi-learning styles by presenting 

new information and materials in different modes 

and applying various activities. As stated in the 

preceding result section, the multiple learning style 

preferences should be pedagogically taken into 

account by Peacock (2001)’s recommendation on 

balanced styles as follows:     

o For the visual style learners: using handouts, 

videos, encouraging note-taking and reading, 

and writing key information on the board  

o For the auditory style learners: using class or 

group discussions, individual conferences, 

lectures, tapes, peer tutoring, and giving oral 

explanations and instructions 

o For the kinaesthetic style learners: using 

problem-solving activities, role-play and 

drama, and encouraging active participation 

o For the tactile style learners, encouraging 

hands-on work, e.g., giving students hard 

copies and allowing them to handle class 

material 

o For the group style learners, using small group 

activities and encouraging them to meet other 

students outside class 

o For the individual learners, giving individual 

attention, using individual conferences, and 

encouraging independent and self-directed 

study 

5.2. Limitation and Directions for Further 

Study 

Within this study, the results should be 

interpreted under consideration of the following 

limitations. This study was undertaken using the 

PLSPQ. Since it is a self-reporting and reflects 

learners’ perception and preference, the findings are 

limited to the willingness and ability of the 

participants to complete and return the survey to the 

researchers accurately. In addition, since the 

research results cannot be generalized to the other 

populations, they do not represent all Cambodian 

university learners.  

Further researchers should acknowledge the 

mixed methods approach and other methods, such as 

interview and think-aloud protocol, to obtain more 

dependable results on learners’ language learning 

preferences. Age, cultural background, and learning 

context possibly impact language learning styles 

(Dörnyei 2005; Wenden 1999, as cited in 

Khamkhien, 2012). Future studies examining other 

variables, namely gender, age, major, language 

learning strategy, and learning experience, strongly 

suggest filling such a research gap. 
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APPENDIX 

Learning Style Questionnaire 

Introduction: 

Hello students: First, I appreciate your participation and cooperation. The purpose of this survey is to 

explore the language learning styles of year-one students in Cambodia. The survey responses are strictly 

confidential. Also, there is no absolutely right or wrong answer within this survey. Please respond to all the 

questions depend on your situation. Thanks for your collaboration in assisting me with this study. 

This questionnaire has been designed to help you identify the way(s) you learn English best; the way(s) 

you prefer to learn English. 

សួសតើនិសសតិ្ ងំ្អស់គ្នន ៖ ាដំបូង្ខំុ្្សូមពោត្សរពសើរចំពពាេះោរចូលរមួនិង្កិ្ចចសេោររបស់អនក្ ងំ្អស់គ្នន ។ ពគ្នល
បំណង្ននោរសទង់្មតិ្ពនេះេឺពដើមបើបសវង្រក្រពបៀបននោរសិក្ាភាារបស់និសសិត្ឆ្ន ទំើមួយក្នុង្របពទសក្មពុា។ ោរព េ្ើយត្បរបស់
បែូនៗក្នុង្ោរសទង់្មតិ្ពនេះនិង្រតូ្វបានរក្ាោរសមាា ត់្យ ង្តឹ្ង្រងឹ្បំសុត្។ ដូចគ្នន ពនេះសង្បដរមិនមានចពមេើយណ្តមួយបដលរតឹ្មរតូ្វ
ឬខុ្សពទពៅក្នុង្ោរសទង់្មតិ្ពនេះ។ សូមពមត្តត ព េ្ើយត្បរាល់សំណួរ ងំ្អស់ពដាយអារស័យពលើាា នភាេតទ ល់ខ្េួនរបស់បែូននិសសិ
ត្ៗ ងំ្អស់គ្នន ។ សូមអរេុណចំពពាេះោរសេោររបស់បែូនៗ ងំ្អស់គ្នន ក្នុង្ោរជួយខំុ្្បាទពលើោរសិក្ារាវរាវពនេះ។ 

ក្រមង្សំណួរពនេះរត្ូវបានពរៀបចំព ើង្ពដើមបើជួយបែូនៗនិសសិត្ក្នុង្ោរកំ្ណត់្រក្រពបៀបន្មន្មបដលបែូនៗពរៀនភាាអង់្ពេេស
បានលែបំសុត្ ក៏្ដូចាមពយោបាយពសសង្ៗបដលបែូនចូលចិត្តក្នុង្ោរពរៀនភាាអង់្ពេេស។  

Part 1: Background Information 

Gender:  Female   Male 

Age: _________ 

Name (please provide your name or ID here): ______________________ 

Choose your classroom 

 Prasat Kork Romeat (បនទប់របាាទពគ្នក្រពមៀត្)  Prasat Kro Lanh (បនទប់របាាទរក្ឡាញ់) 
 Prasat Pre Rup (បនទប់របាាទបរបរូប)  Prasat Kompong Preah (បនទប់របាាទកំ្េង់្រេេះ) 
 Prasat Kravan (បនទប់របាាទរក្វា ន់)  Prasat Kpob (បនទប់របាាទខ្ពប់) 

Part 2: Learning Style Preferences 

Please respond to each statement carefully៖ 5= Strongly Agree; 4= Agree; 3= Undecided; 2= Disagree; 1= 

Strongly Disagree.  

សូមពមត្តត ព េ្ើយត្បនឹង្សំនួរនើមួយៗពដាយយក្ចិត្តទុក្ដាក់្ពដាយ៖ ពលខ្5=យល់រសបយ ង្ខាេ ងំ្; ពលខ្4=យល់រសប; ពលខ្
3=មិន ន់សពរមចចិត្ត; ពលខ្2=មិនយល់រសប; ពលខ្1=មិនយល់រសបខាេ ំង្ 

Visual (ពមើលព ើញ) 

Learning Style Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

1. I learn better by reading what the teacher writes on the board. 

១. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្របពសើរពដាយោរអានអវើបដលរេូសរពសរពៅពលើោត រពខ្ៀន។      

2. When I read instructions, I remember them better. 

២. ពៅពេលខំុ្្អានពសចក្តើបណន្ម ំខំុ្្ចង្ចាវំាោន់បត្លែ។      

3. I understand better when I read instructions.      
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៣. ខំុ្្យល់ោន់បត្ចាស់ពៅពេលខំុ្្អានពសចក្តើបណន្ម។ំ 
4. I learn better by reading than listening to someone. 

៤. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្របពសើរពដាយោរអានាាង្ោរាត ប់នរណ្តមាន ក់្។      

5. I learn more by reading textbooks than listening to lectures. 

៥. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្បានពរចើនត្តមរយៈោរអានពសៀវពៅពរចើនាង្ោរាត ប់ោរបពរង្ៀន។      

 

Auditory (ាត ប់) 

Learning Style Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

6. When the teacher tells me the instructions, I understand better. 

៦. ពៅពេលរេូរបាប់ខំុ្្េើពសចក្តើបណន្ម ំខំុ្្យល់ោន់បត្ចាស់។      

7. When someone tells me how to do something in class, I learn it better. 

៧. ពៅពេលអនក្ណ្តមាន ក់្របាប់ខំុ្្េើរពបៀបពយវើអវើមួយក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ពរៀន ខំុ្្យល់ោន់បត្ចាស់។      

8. I remember things I have heard in class better than things I have read. 

៨. ខំុ្្ចង្ចាពំរឿង្បដលខំុ្្ធ្លេ ប់បានលឺពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ាង្អវើៗបដលខំុ្្ធ្លេ ប់បានអាន។      

9. I learn better in class when the teacher gives a lecture. 

៩. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្របពសើរពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ពៅពេលរេូបពរង្ៀន។      

10. I learn better in class when I listen to someone. 

១០. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្របពសើរពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ពៅពេលខំុ្្ាត ប់អនក្ណ្តមាន ក់្។ 
     

 

Kinaesthetic (សរ ើរាង្គោយ) 

Learning Style Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

11. I prefer to learn by doing something in class. 

១១. ខំុ្្ចូលចិត្តពរៀនពដាយោរពយវើអវើមួយពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្។      

12. When I do things in class, I learn better. 

១២. ពៅពេលខំុ្្ពយវើអវើៗពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្របពសើរ។      

13. I enjoy learning in class by doing experiments. 

១៣. ខំុ្្ចូលចិត្តពរៀនពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ពដាយពយវើេិពាយន៏។      

14. I understand things better in class when I participate in role playing. 

១៤.ខំុ្្យល់េើអវើៗរបពសើរាង្មុនពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ពៅពេលបដលខំុ្្ចូលរមួក្នុង្សក្មាភាេស
បមតង្ក្នុង្ថាន ក់្។ 

     

15. I learn best in class when I can participate in related activities. 

១៥. ខំុ្្ពរៀនបានលែរបពសើរបំសុត្ពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ពៅពេលខំុ្្អាចចូលរមួក្នុង្សក្មាភាេបដល
 ក់្ទង្។ 

     

 

Tactile (ប េះពាល់) 

Learning Style Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

16. I learn more when I can make a model of something. 

១៦. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្ពរចើនពៅពេលបដលខំុ្្អាចបពង្េើត្េរមូននអវើមួយ។      

17. I learn more when I make something for a class project. 

១៧. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្ពរចើនពៅពេលបដលខំុ្្អាចបពង្េើត្អវើមួយសរមាប់េពរមាង្របស់ថាន ក់្។      
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18. I learn better when I make drawings as I study. 

១៨. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្របពសើរពៅពេលខំុ្្េូររូបពៅពេលសកិ្ា។      

19. When I build something, I remember what I have learned better. 

១៩. ពៅពេលខំុ្្ាង្សង់្អវើមួយខំុ្្ចង្ចាអំវើបដលខំុ្្ធ្លេ ប់បានពរៀនោន់បត្របពសើរ។      

20. I enjoy making something for a class project. 

២០. ខំុ្្ចូលចិត្តបពង្េើត្អវើមួយសរមាប់េពរមាង្ក្នុង្ថាន ក់្។ 
     

 

Group (រក្ុម) 

Learning Style Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

21. I get more work done when I work with others. 

២១. ខំុ្្អាចបំពេញោរង្ហរបានោន់បត្ពរចើនពៅពេលបដលខំុ្្ពយវើោរាមួយអនក្ដនទ។      

22. I learn more when I study with a group. 

២២. ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្ពរចើនពៅពេលខំុ្្សិក្ាារកុ្ម។      

23. In class, I learn best when I work with others. 

២៣. ពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ ខំុ្្ពរៀនបានលែបំសុត្ពៅពេលខំុ្្ពយវើោរាមួយអនក្ដនទ។      

24. I enjoy working on an assignment with two or three classmates. 

២៤. ខំុ្្ចូលចិត្តពយវើកិ្ចចោរាលាណ្តមួយាមួយមិត្តរមួថាន ក់្ចំនួនេើរឬបើន្មក់្។      

25. I prefer to study with others. 

២៥. ខំុ្្ចូលចិត្តសិក្ាាមួយអនក្ដនទ។ 
     

 

Individual (បុេគល) 

Learning Style Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

26. When I study alone, I remember things better. 

២៦. ពៅពេលខំុ្្សិក្ាបត្មាន ក់្ឯង្ ខំុ្្ចង្ចាអំវើៗបានរបពសើរ។      

27. When I work alone, I learn better. 

២៧. ពេលខំុ្្ពយវើោរបត្មាន ក់្ឯង្ ខំុ្្ពរៀនោន់បត្លែរបពសើរ។      

28. In class, I work better when I work alone. 

២៩. ពៅក្នុង្ថាន ក់្ ខំុ្្ពយវើោរោន់បត្របពសើរពៅពេលខំុ្្ពយវើោរបត្មាន ក់្ឯង្។      

29. I prefer working on projects by myself. 

២៩. ខំុ្្ចូលចិត្តពយវើោរពលើេពរមាង្ពសសង្ៗពដាយខ្េួនឯង្។      

30. I prefer to work by myself. 

ខំុ្្ចូលចិត្តពយវើោរពដាយខ្េួនឯង្។ 
     

 
Student’s Score: ________________ 


